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�� Wavelength from 1200nm to 1700nmWavelength from 1200nm to 1700nm

�� Optical power of 3 to 50mWOptical power of 3 to 50mW

�� Wide 3dB spectral bandwidth of up to 100nmWide 3dB spectral bandwidth of up to 100nm

�� CW operation or directCW operation or direct--modulation (analog & digital inputs)modulation (analog & digital inputs)

�� Operating temperature Operating temperature --20 to 7020 to 70°°CC

�� TelcordiaTelcordia certification, certification, RoHSRoHS Compliance, ULCompliance, UL--RecognizedRecognized

BZ1 SeriesBZ1 SeriesBX9 SeriesBX9 Series
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perimeter defense, navigation and guidance perimeter defense, navigation and guidance -- inertia sensing inertia sensing 

(gyroscope), infrared illumination for surveillance and speckle(gyroscope), infrared illumination for surveillance and speckle--free free 

military imagingmilitary imaging

�� Defense & security  Defense & security  

physical (temp, pressure, strain, vibrations), structural and ciphysical (temp, pressure, strain, vibrations), structural and civil vil 

engineering, smart structures, intelligent distributed sensingengineering, smart structures, intelligent distributed sensing

�� Environmental sensing  Environmental sensing  

inin--line production process monitoring, 3D metrology and  surface line production process monitoring, 3D metrology and  surface 

metrology, semiconductor fabrication (solar cells), chemical andmetrology, semiconductor fabrication (solar cells), chemical and gas gas 

sensing sensing –– safety, emission control, safety, emission control, securitysecurity

�� Industrial controlsIndustrial controls

sensing in gas & oil production, telemetry in electricity distrisensing in gas & oil production, telemetry in electricity distributionbution�� Energy, oil and gasEnergy, oil and gas

OCT (biopsiesOCT (biopsies--less medical cell imaging, diagnostic imaging), point of less medical cell imaging, diagnostic imaging), point of 

use/ handhelds/ nonuse/ handhelds/ non--invasive diagnosis (blood analysis) invasive diagnosis (blood analysis) 

�� Medical applicationsMedical applications

affordable gigabit bandwidth fiberaffordable gigabit bandwidth fiber--link to homes and business (FTTX), link to homes and business (FTTX), 

test & measurement for telecom networkstest & measurement for telecom networks

�� CommunicationsCommunications

BX10 SeriesBX10 Series
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�� CW operation (Excellent stability <0.01dB)CW operation (Excellent stability <0.01dB)

�� BuiltBuilt--in current driver and temperature controllerin current driver and temperature controller

�� Single +5.0V power supplySingle +5.0V power supply

�� High wallHigh wall--plug efficiencyplug efficiency

�� Integrated optical isolator (optional)Integrated optical isolator (optional)

�� Over temperature protection and internal PCB Over temperature protection and internal PCB 

temperature monitortemperature monitor

�� ActiveActive--Low optical power enabled functionLow optical power enabled function

Greater Convenience for You

We have packaged our DLWe have packaged our DL--CS series of 14 pin butterfly CS series of 14 pin butterfly SLEDsSLEDs into a into a 

complete solution that incorporates a high precision controller complete solution that incorporates a high precision controller for high for high 

output level and excellent stability of the output level and excellent stability of the superluminescentsuperluminescent diodes diodes 

output; giving you greater convenience of usage!output; giving you greater convenience of usage!

The DLThe DL--BX9/BX10 series consists of a builtBX9/BX10 series consists of a built--in current driver, a in current driver, a 

temperature controller and a temperature controller and a DenseLightDenseLight standard 14 pin butterfly standard 14 pin butterfly 

package DLpackage DL--CSxxxxACSxxxxA..

Similarly, the DLSimilarly, the DL--BZ1 series consists of a temperature controller, a BZ1 series consists of a temperature controller, a 

DenseLightDenseLight standard 14standard 14--pin butterfly package CLpin butterfly package CL--CSxxxxACSxxxxA and a and a 

builtbuilt--in current driver capable for CW driving, digital or analog in current driver capable for CW driving, digital or analog 

modulation input. modulation input. 

�� Analog intensity modulation up to 20MHzAnalog intensity modulation up to 20MHz

�� Pulse or digital modulation up to 200MHzPulse or digital modulation up to 200MHz

�� BX9 Dimension: L100 x W80 x H16 mmBX9 Dimension: L100 x W80 x H16 mm

�� BX10 Dimension: L100 x W80 x H20 mmBX10 Dimension: L100 x W80 x H20 mm

�� BZ1 Dimension: L100 x W88 x H22.5 mmBZ1 Dimension: L100 x W88 x H22.5 mm

�� Optical output: SMFOptical output: SMF--28/ PMF cable with            28/ PMF cable with            

FC/APC or FC receptacleFC/APC or FC receptacle

Pulse Width: 100ns

Analog Intensity 

Modulation:
1MHz Ramp waveform
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